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law is Not the source of common consciousness... LAW HAS ITS SOURCE IN COMMON CONSCIOUSNESS. 
This is a very silly mistake. A simple word can change the meaning of the whole sentence. Kindly make sure to avoid the same. 








Legislation is the last stage of law making, and, therefore, the lawyer or the jurist is more important than the legislator.












You need to write the historical significance. Write keeping in mind the question.








You can do better. try to avoid cancellation and make your present better. Also try to write in details. You might lose marks if your answer is not properly detailed. Avoid spelling mistakes and frame your sentences correctly.Practice case law properly. Write proper provisions and explanation.  All The best
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You need to list down the meaning associated with the term 'positivism'. Read the question properly and answer accordingly. Prof. HLA Hart British Legal Philosopher listed many meanings associated with the term 
‘positivism’ 
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ThiS shall not be included in the critical evaluation of kelsen's theory. 


You need to write all the opprobrium of the theory. 


Avoid spelling mistakes. 
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Good attempt. Just try not to repeat sentences. 
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Avoid cancellation. Try to work on your presentation as it May help you to get an advantage in scoring better marks. 
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The writ that can be issued in this case is ‘mandamus’. The writ of mandamus is a high prerogative writ of a most extensive remedial measure. You need to know every writ in detail as practical questions may confuse you. Make a summary of all the writs for better understanding. Also refer answer sheet for better clarification. 
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Do not write points on basis of the marks. 


Do not write answer on basis of the marks in case of short notes.
(eg. 5 points for 5 marks) You need to elaborate your answer. Avoid writing point wise. Use point system only when needed. 
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you need to write what comes before the presidents assent. Write the whole procedure. 




Do not repeat the points. You might lose marks for repetition. 


No marks shall be given for incomplete answers. 
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Which Act ? Specify. 






you need to improve your formation of sentences. You have changed certain aspects of the rule. Try to avoid that. 






